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1.
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
To combat the greatest global issues of our time, be they democratic deficits, corruption, climate

change, disease, or war; we must ensure that all people have access to free, independent,

factual media about the world we live in.

World Stories is an innovative series of touching and thought-provoking documentary films by

acclaimed filmmakers distributed to a growing number of participating broadcasters, to provide

mass audiences with real and relevant content.

World Stories broadcast has nurtured ongoing political debates and social justice movements,

and connected individuals across cultural, religious and national boundaries.

Examples of impact:

→ Reached an estimated 10 to 35 million people per film through local partner broadcast and

BBC World News. This includes an average of 1.9 million people in Brazil, and an average

350 000 people in Ukraine. In addition, independent documentary films were shown for the

first time by a Vietnamese public broadcaster through World Stories.

→ Innocent on Death Row is a film about a young Spanish-Filipino man, Paco, who was

convicted of a brutal murder he probably didn’t commit. The film was shown for the first

time in the Philippines through World Stories. The broadcast revitalised the on-going social

justice campaign for Paco. While Paco is still not free, he has been granted special license to

undertake studies and is currently working part time as a chef in Spain.
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→ My Childhood In Hell depicts the successful Danish children’s rights activist Lisbeth

Zorning Andersen confronting her own upbringing with neglect, poverty and sexual abuse

– a journey that proves much harder than she ever imagined. Following the World Stories

broadcast, in 2015, Lisbeth received several emails from men and women around the world,

including South Korea and Palestine. People who like her grew up impoverished and abused,

but have achieved success as adults. Some had never shared their stories before but wanted

to share with Lisbeth – a woman they felt would intimately relate to their experiences.

World Stories reaches audiences who otherwise would not have access to independent and 

fact-based films. Season 1 of World Stories was shown by 9 broadcasters, airing in 7 different 

languages. Partners included: Vietnam Multimedia Corporation (VTC), Futura – Brazil, BHRT 

Bosnia Herzegovina, NTCU (Ukraine), Wattan (Palestine), BBS (Bhutan), WGBH (U.S.), BBC
World News,  BBC Arabic. All of our broadcasters have asked to renew the series and take part

in season 2. Writing: “Please send us more films” and highlighting that without World Stories their

audiences would never have access to independent and fact based media.

World Stories is meeting a vast demand - we are currently in contact with NDTV (Reaching 80 

million people in India), Afa – TV 1 (Afghanistan), PMS (Columbia), as well as broadcasters in 

Bermuda, Mongolia, Burma, Tanzania, Mexico and Tal – a network of 59 regional broadcasters 

in Latin America, to extend distribution.

Our experiences in year 1 has shown us that the demand for World Stories is substantial, but for 

the distribution to be successful broadcasters require financial, legal and servicing support from 

The Why. To meet the need The Why is urgently seeking donations and sponsorships.

Financial support will ensure that broadcasters in a wide range of countries can show 

independent, fact-based human rights and social justice film to their audiences. This ensures that 

all people know more about the world we live in and, as a result, are better equipped to act as 

global citizens.
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World Stories was launched in an effort to give the many tremendous, thought-provoking and

touching documentary films a longer life and a broader audience. Every year hundreds of films

are painstakingly made, often at great peril to the filmmakers involved, but most are seen by only

very small audiences at the festival circuit, through broadcasters in a dozen OECD countries,

and through online streaming services to those fortunate enough to be able to pay the monthly

subscription fees. World Stories wanted mass audiences to see these films. In recognition that

most people - including those who cannot read and write - still watch TV, The Why set up World

Stories, to distribute 20 documentary films every year to public broadcasters targeting specifically

broadcasters in low and middle income countries. The Why has extensive experience distributing

documentary film series globally, and used its network to reach new broadcasters.

It quickly became apparent that the series met a gaping need for high-quality, independent and

factual content among broadcasters. Most replied that they had extremely limited funding and

many highlighted their lack of tradition for showing fact-based films, but all were thrilled to learn

more. Within a year broadcasters from all over the world have started to reach out to The Why to

find out how they too can gain access to World Stories.

Moreover, initial feedback from filmmakers and subjects suggest that the documentary films go

beyond providing balanced public service TV to provide impetus to social justice campaigns and

connect people across nationality, religion and culture around common human rights issues.

It is therefore with pride we now say; from Ukraine to the Philippines, and from Lebanon to Brazil;

World Stories uses the power of broadcast media to provide a public education about the world

we live in. Reaching mass audiences with universal stories.

This report is about Season 1 of World Stories; the production, the films, the broadcasters, the

audiences and the power of mass-media to inspire a free and more compassionate world.

2.
INTRODUCTION
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“All people should see these films, because you
don´t really know how the world is, until you
have”

- Richard Porter, Head of BBC World News
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3. 
WHAT IS 
WORLD STORIES
World Stories consists of 20 documentary films per series distributed to a global audience

through local and national broadcasters in low and middle-income countries, as well as through

BBC World News. World Stories utilize documentary films to engage new audiences in key social

justice and human rights issues. It is The Why’s experience that documentary films attract mass

audiences, because documentary films like no other, can inform people from all walks of life and

from multiple socioeconomic backgrounds about the complex challenges facing the world today.

In the first season The Why’s Editorial Board consisted of Mette Hoffmann Meyer, Nick Fraser,

Klara Grunning and Jan Rofenkamp – they all have tenured careers in documentary film

programming (See Exhibit 1).

The Editorial Board selected the first 20 World Stories documentary films based on their universal

appeal and ability to tell pressing stories about some of key global and human issues of our

time. Each film was also selected to ensure that the series provided diversity, not only in terms of

geographic focus, but also in the subjects covered. Specifically, the Editorial Board aimed to find

films that broadly fit within the following five sub-categories:

→ Culture & Religion
→ Civil & Political Rights
→ War & Peace
→ Inequality & Development
→ Gender & Sexuality
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Additional information about the films and filmmakers is provided in Section 3.

All of the World Stories films were edited to 45-minute television versions by multi-award winning

editor Stig Bilde (see Exhibit 2), supervised by World Stories editorial team. The 45-minute

television versions were well received by our filmmakers.  Director Michael Collins wrote about his

film Give up Tomorrow:

“It’s a brilliant version, well-edited with all the emotional beats.”

Once the films have been edited they are distributed to World Stories participating broadcasters,

see Section 4.

While producing Season 1 The Why recognized the potential to grow its geographical reach.

For Season 2, The Why has therefore created an Advisory Board that specifically supports the

Editorial Board to select World Stories films and engage new broadcasters. The Advisory Board

consists of the following members:

ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS

Mariza Matshaya 
Producer and Founder, Queen of Film Production Company, Southern Africa

Ruby Chen 
Co-Founder and CEO, CNEX Foundation, East Asia

Chris Hastings
Executive Producer and Editorial Manager / WORLD Channel, North America

Nagieb Khaja 
Director and Journalist, Middle East

Claire Aguiler 
Documentary Film Curator, Global

For more information, see Exhibit 1.
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4.
WHO ARE THE
FILMMAKERS
From a production perspective World Stories has proved extremely successful in attracting

strong, independent and touching films by acclaimed filmmakers.

Filmmakers overwhelmingly share The Why’s mission of reaching new and broader audiences

with high-quality, independent factual films. Most of the filmmakers contacted were therefore

thrilled to take part. Filmmakers know that most of their films are only seen by a few people, in a

small number of places around the world. Through World Stories their films can reach entirely new

audiences; people who do not attend documentary film festivals, who may not speak English, who

may be illiterate, who may have limited access to the internet, and live in parts of the world that

are not well served by independent news outlets.

At the same time filmmakers are thrilled to also reach decision makers and influencers through

the satellite broadcast on BBC World News.

One example that well illustrates this point is summarized in the email the World Stories team

received from Director Michael Collins immediately after the broadcast of his film Give up

Tomorrow. The email stressed

“importantly, millions saw it too, and our social media has been on fire since then…The

broadcast was even more meaningful because it marked the premiere of Paco’s injustice on

Philippine television.”



FILMMAKERS PARTICIPATING IN 
SEASON 1 INCLUDE:

Sean McAllister; winner of the Sundance Film Festival Special Jury Prize for his film The Liberace

of Baghdad and nominated for a BAFTA for his film A Syrian Love Story.

Weijun Chen; winner of the 2004 Peabody award for his film To Live is Better than to Die, and the

2009 Nuremberg International Human Rights Film Festival Open Eyes Jury Award nominated for

his film Why Democracy? film Please Vote for Me.

Camilla Nielsson; winner of the 2015 Tribeca Film Festival for her film Democrats.

FILMS INCLUDED IN 
SEASON 1 INCLUDE: 

Innocent on Death Row, directed by Michael Collins and Marty Syjuco, won the Audience

Choice Award at Antenna Documentary Festival 2011 and Best Documentary Award at National

Film Society Award in 2013.

To See if I’m Smiling, directed by Taram Yarom, won the Audience Award and Silver Wolf award

at IDFA in 2007 and Best Documentary Award at Montpellier Mediterranean Film Festival in 2008.

My Afghanistan, directed by Nagieb Khaja, won the Human Rights Award at Buenos Aires

International Festival of Independent Cinema, 2008.

The positive response from filmmakers has been reflected in Season 2 which has sustained the

level of quality, while being able to include more recent films. For a full list of Films see Exhibit 3.

3 10
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5.
WHERE WE ARE
World Stories aims to reach broadcasters all around the world who do not have a tradition or 

budget to show independent and factual films. In 2015 World Stories reached 9 broadcasters 

including:

Vietnam Multimedia Corporation (VTC), 
Futura – Brazil, BHRT  
Bosnia Herzegovina, 
NTCU (Ukraine), 
Al Watan (Palestine), 
BBS (Bhutan), 
WGBH (U.S.), 
BBC World News, 
BBC Arabic.

Like the Filmmakers, Broadcasters from all around the world have shown incredible interest

in participating in World Stories. For example, our partner in Ukraine wrote us following the 

broadcast:

“We are interested in further cooperation with you, because your films are very relevant and 

topics described are very important for the international community and for us too”

This was echoed by other broadcasters. Futura in Brazil wrote: “Really interested in accessing 

and broadcasting more film” and BHRT in Bosnia & Herzegovina wrote:

“Please send us more films.”
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All of our broadcasters have asked to renew the series and take part in season 2.

At the same time World Stories has started to gain a reputation in the broadcasting community.

In 2016 World Stories started broadcasting in Russia through satellite TV station TV Rain and in

Lebanon through Al Jadeed.

Moreover, World Stories has been contacted by broadcasters thrilled to diversify programming

with high quality and free media. In August 2016 World Stories was contacted by NDTV in India.

NDTV wrote:

“Your esteemed organization is working toward advancing free access to independent

information through a range of initiatives. Through The Why Foundation’s leadership,

other organizations are learning about the immense importance of factual media. NDTV

recognizes this as well, and we hope to share this message with our 80 million viewers

through a new series of documentary programs. We would be thrilled to collaborate with

THE WHY as we go forward with making such issues a household interest in India. Indeed,

as our goals align, we invite your foundation to help us drive the making one of our show

dedicated to documentaries.”

In addition to NDTV, World Stories is currently in contact with Afa – TV 1 (Afghanistan), PMS

(Columbia), as well as broadcasters in Bermuda, Mongolia, Burma, Tanzania, Mexico and Tal – a

network of 59 regional broadcasters in Latin America to extend distribution. World Stories expect

to start broadcasting through these new partners in 2017. (For more information about broadcast

partners see section 5)

The key obstacle related to broadcasters has been their very limited financial resources For

example, our broadcaster in Bosnia & Herzegovina wrote us: “Please note that due to our very

difficult financial situation we cannot participate in any payment.”

In fact, BHRT has asked if they may re-run World Stories Series 1, both because of its popularity,

but also because they do not currently have the money to sub-title new films. This is a problem

that World Stories encounters over and over again. World Stories frequently speaks with

commissioners in countries which many would consider to have a controlled media, who want to

broadcast the series, but simply do not have the finances to support it.
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Onboarding new broadcasters has proven to take longer than originally anticipated. Few 

broadcasters accept standard contracts and the political process required to approve the 

program can be extensive. This is in part, because many broadcasters battle with censorship, 

e.g. a broadcaster in a formerly communist country required that the minister of culture pre-

screen all of the World Stories fi lms. Following the pre-screening the commissioner wrote World 

Stories that the broadcaster could take all the fi lms, except Putin’s Kiss – a critical fi lm about 

Putin’s youth league – touchingly the commissioner wrote; “we are not ready – yet”. This statement 

succinctly sums up, the on-going battle for free speech and free access to information.  

Our experiences in year 1 has shown us that the demand is substantial, but for the distribution 

to be successful broadcasters require fi nancial, legal and servicing support from The Why. In 

Season 1 it cost The Why between $5,000-$10,000 to on-board and service a broadcaster. 

In addition, it cost up to an additional $40,000 to language version the 20 fi lms. The Why is, 

therefore, currently seeking fi nancial support and sponsorships to support the distribution of 

World Stories. 

Picture from “Innocent on Death Row” 13
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6. 
WHO WE REACH
Following the screenings World Stories has contacted broadcasters to learn more about our

audiences. Sadly, as a result of financial constraints most of our broadcasters do not have this

information. For example, BHRT in Bosnia wrote us: “Sorry we don’t have available information at

this moment”.

The broadcasters were able to tell us that World Stories was shown in primetime and either

dubbed or sub-titled into local languages. As such World Stories currently airs in English,

Vietnamese, Arabic, and Ukrainian, and through sub-titling in Portuguese, Bosnian and Russian.

This allows people from a broad range of backgrounds to access the films.

In addition, World Stories has obtained the following information about its broadcasters’ viewers:

Futura, Brazil – Canal Futura specifically targets the entire Brazilian population, and especially

the lower classes with knowledge that can be applied to everyday life. On average 1.9million

people watched each film in Brazil.

VTV, Vietnam – VTV is the national television station in Vietnam. The television station reaches

over 80% of all urban households and most rural areas either through privately owned TVs or

through TVs in village cafes. Our broadcaster has informed us that most viewers are middle-

aged. VTV has never shown independent documentary films before and World Stories is therefore

revolutionary programming for the channel.
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BHRT, Bosnia – BHRT is the state-level national broadcaster of Bosnia-Herzegovina. It is

considered one of the three most influential broadcasters in the country.

NTCU, Ukraine – NTCU is the organizational body behind the state-owned television channel

Pershyi Natsionalnyi, the only Ukrainian TV channel that reaches over 97% of Ukraine’s territory.

Its programs are oriented towards all social layers of the Ukrainian society, including ethnic

minorities. Each World Stories film reached an average of 355,000 people through NTCU.

Al Watan, Palestine – Al Watan is an independent Palestinian TV channel, that is primarily

available online to the Palestinian diaspora.

BBS, Bhutan – BBS is the state-owned radio and television service in Bhutan. It is the only

television service to broadcast from inside the Bhutanese border.

BBC World News/BBC Arabic – BBC World News is a satellite broadcaster that reaches up

to 84 million people globally in over 200 countries and territories worldwide. BBC World News

overwhelmingly serves influencers and decision makers. The channel reaches twice as many

C-suites and opinion leaders than its primary competitors CNBC and Bloomberg.

Based on the information available about our broadcasters The Why estimates that each World

Stories film is watched by between 10 million and 35 million viewers globally. This is obviously an

enormous range, and The Why is currently seeking partners to learn more about our audience

and improve our audience data.
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7. 
IMPACT
World Stories contributes to a better informed and better connected world. Since launching 

in 2015, World Stories has nurtured ongoing political debates and social justice movements, 

connected individuals across cultural, religious and national boundaries, and reached audiences 

who otherwise would not have access to independent and fact-based films. 

Since launching, World Stories has received stories from our filmmakers, broadcasters and the 

subjects in the film that illustrate the impact potential local broadcasting can have all around the 

world.

Providing Impetus to Social Justice Movements
World Stories has given impetus to social justice movements. In March 2015 World Stories 

showed Innocent on Death Row. The Film exposes a Kafkaesque extravaganza populated by 

flamboyantly corrupt public officials, cops on the take, and a frenzied legal and media circus. It 

is also an intimate family drama focused on the near mythic struggle of two angry and sorrowful 

mothers who have dedicated more than a decade to either executing or saving one young 

Filipino/Spanish man, Paco Larrañaga. In 1997 Paco was arrested for the abduction and murder 

of two Filipino women. He was convicted to death under Filipino law in 2004. However, the 

death penalty was subsequently abolished in the Philippines and following appeals Paco was 

transferred to a Spanish prison in 2009. 

As mentioned above, Innocent on Death Row, was shown for the first time in the Philippines 

through World Stories. The broadcast resulted in further appeals on Paco’s behalf. While Paco is 

still not free, he has been granted special license to undertake studies and is currently working 

part time as a chef in Spain.  
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Similarly, the film Mumbai Disconnected about the chaos of urban development in Mumbai

was broadcast in 2015. One of the issues covered in the film is the battle over a flyover bridge

which the Mumbai government planned to build above Peddar Road and through one of the

older neighborhoods of Mumbai. In June 2016 after 15 years of community organizing it was

announced that the plans for the viaduct would be scrapped.

Subsequently the Storyville Global team received an email from one of the lead characters in the

movie Veena Singhal, Chaiperson of the Pedder Road Residents Association of Mumbai:

“We thank you most sincerely again for being a rare supporter for our cause, and shooting

such a marvelous film Mumbai Disconnected. We do not have enough words to thank you

(…)  for doing this film and giving us such a widespread coverage at a time nobody wanted

to support us.”

“We never thought we would succeed but we did, though it’s been a long and tiring

struggle, and at the end of it there’s no elation, but just a feeling of relief that its over”

The World Stories screening in both cases contributed to ongoing trials and reinvigorated

movements that have already been years in the making.

Building Human Empathy
World Stories is connecting audiences across cultural, religious, and national borders. Audiences

all over the world have been moved by World Stories films and reached out to share their own

stories and connect with the directors and subjects covered in the World Stories films.

One of the most touching examples come from the film My Childhood in Hell. The
documentary depicts the successful Danish children’s rights activist Lisbeth Zorning
Andersen confronting her own upbringing with neglect, poverty and sexual abuse – a
journey that proves much harder than she ever imagined.

Following the World Stories broadcast, in 2015 Lisbeth received several emails from men and

women around the world, including South Korea and Palestine. People who like her grew up

impoverished and abused, but have achieved success as adults. Some had never shared their

stories before but wanted to share with Lisbeth – a woman they felt would intimately relate to their

experiences.
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Touchingly a woman from Gaza, Palestine wrote:

“I have seen your program around a month ago. I felt we have similar childhoods and from

the way you were discussing your childhood I thought I would like to talk to you, if you

don’t mind (…) I feel what happened with me from five years old, until 20 years old. I did not

get over it.”

These connections between people who come from very different parts of the world but share

human experiences are important because they show that even though we as human beings do

not all have the same horizons we all live under the same sun, and in many ways share a common

destiny.

Providing Access to Information
Last, World Stories ensures that more people have access to films that are relevant to their own

experiences and lives.

For example, the Israeli film Solider Woman: To See if I am Smiling that depicts contemplative

young Israeli soldier women struggle with everyday life, as well as the ethical implications of their

work while serving in the Israeli army. The film was shown to a Palestinian audience through Al

Watan. As mentioned previously Innocent on Death Row about a high-profile Filipino murder trial

was shown for the first time in the Philippines through the World Stories broadcast. These are both

deeply local and national examples of how World Stories support a more open world.

Picture from “My Childhood in Hell” 18
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However, sometimes World Stories films can also be deeply relevant even though they cover

a region that is far from the country in which the film is being broadcast. An example of this is

the film The Journalist and The Mass Murderer, which follows the Cambodian journalist Thet

Sambath over three years as he interviews Pol Pot’s old deputy Nuon Chea about his political

career and role in the mass-killings carried out by the Khemer Regime. The film was shown

through World Stories in Bosnia-Herzegovina. While the film takes place in different parts of the

world, the issue of mass-killing, civil war and genocide prove particularly relevant to Bosnian/

Croatian and Serb audiences who watch our broadcast partner.

As The Why was compiling this report we also received the following impact story from Season

2, which perfectly exemplifies the importance of supporting free public media. In May 2016

World Stories showed the Emmy Award winning film Miners Shot Down in South Africa through

BBC World News. The film tells the story of the Marikana Massacre. A miner-led strike that took

place in one of South Africa’s biggest platinum mines in August 2012. Six days after the strike

began the police used live ammunition to brutally suppress the strike, killing 34 and injuring

many more.

Using the point of view of the Marikana miners, Miners Shot Down follows the strike from day

one, showing the courageous but isolated fight waged by a group of low-paid workers against

the combined forces of the mining company Lonmin, the ANC government, and their allies in the

National Union of Mineworkers. What emerges is collusion at the top, spiraling violence and the

country’s first post-apartheid massacre.

According to the Director Rehad Desai:

“The BBC screening has raised the question as to why the film is not being aired by our

public broadcaster [SABC]. A coalition of organizations brought together by the Right-To-

Know campaign on Monday the 20th June organized pickets outside the offices of SABC,

our public broadcaster, using the film as an example of censorship that is now akin to the

days when the SABC was a state broadcaster [under the Apartheid regime]. Of late SABC

has decided to ban any coverage of violent protests, any phone-in talk shows and last but

not least the reading of any of the newspaper headlines. The screening of Miners Shot

Down by perhaps the most respected public broadcaster in the world some weeks earlier

to this brought in sharp relief what a truly public broadcast system should be doing.”
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In addition to the action in June the film was screened by protestors in front of SABC’s offices in

South Africa on the anniversary of the Marikana killings in August 2016.

Miners Shot Down has still not been shown on SABC, South Africa’s national television station.

However, Rehad Desai concluded: “It is our opinion that the film has indirectly influenced a

number of outcomes and will continue to do so for a least a number of months ahead.”

The feedback from our broadcasters and filmmakers is unequivocal: World Stories goes beyond

commentary and provides audiences with important human stories, connects people from around

the world, and provides large audiences with information they otherwise would never have access

to; supporting social justice campaigns, and actively creating a more open and compassionate

world. Public Service TV at it’s best.

Picture from “Miners Shot Down” 20
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8. 
CONCLUSION 
World Stories has grown from an idea; that in order to combat the greatest global issues of our

time, be they democratic deficits, corruption, climate change, disease, or war, we must ensure

that all people have access to free, independent, factual media about the world we live in.

Since launching in 2015, World Stories has successfully curated a series of twenty touching and

thought-provoking films by acclaimed filmmakers and distributed them to a growing number of

participating broadcasters, to reach brand new audiences with real and relevant content.

The response World Stories has received from filmmakers, broadcasters and audiences has

been overwhelmingly positive. Filmmakers and broadcasters are reaching out to take part, and

all our current broadcasters have asked to renew the series. But extending reach to free, fact-

based media is only the beginning. Because freeing media has rippling effects. Season 1 of

World Stories therefore not only reached new audiences and supported broadcasters navigating

the limits to free speech, but also provided impetus to on-going social justice campaigns and

connected people from very different parts of the world through shared and lived experiences.

World Stories wants to build on these accomplishments, and work with partners to use factual

films to inspire a more curious, more open and more just world.

World Stories would like to thank its fearless supporters for taking part in this innovative and

change-making project.
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ABOUT THE WHY
The Why is a not-for-profit organization that initiates, produces and distributes
public media projects to a global audience through broadcast, cross-media 
platforms and outreach activities with the goal of ensuring that all people have free 
access to independent information. 

The Why has previously produced and distributed the documentary series
WHY DEMOCRACY? (2007) and WHY POVERTY? (2012). Each of these series 
reached hundreds-of-millions of people, through The Why’s unparalleled
distribution network of more than 70 broadcasters worldwide.

Both series also received critical acclaim. The Why Democracy? film Taxi to the
Dark Side won an Academy Award in 2008, and the Why Poverty? series won a 
Peabody on 2012 “for providing parallax insights into poverty as it is manifested 
throughout the world”. 

The Why targets both satellite and local broadcasters, to reach a broad audience 
with factual films that educate, inspire, and build public understanding of some
of the key issues facing our world today. Importantly The Why supports free 
public media, because we believe that all people have a right to access ethically 
produced, independent and factual films.

Picture from “My Afghanistan” 22
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WITH THANKS TO

Filmmakers:
Weujin Chen, Lise Birk Pedersen, Rob Lemkin, 
Rodrigo Vazquez, Nagieb Khaja, Rob Lemkin, 
Thet Sambath, David Michod, Jennifer Peedom, 
Tamar Yarom, Malika Zouhali-Worrall, Michael 
Collins, Marty Syjuco, Tyler Meason, Jennilyn 
Merten, Alison Millar, Camilla Nielsson, Frederik 
Jacobi, Nick Read, Shirly Berkovitz, Marco 
Williams, Mette Korsgaard, Sean McAllister, 
Mads Brügger, Ilse van Velzen, Femke van 
Velzen, Rachel Beth Anderson & Timothy 
Grucza

Broadcasters:
BBC World News, VTC (Vietnam), BHRT 
(Bosnia-Hercegovina), Canal Futura (Brazil), 
NTCU (Ukraine), BBS (Bhutan), TV Rain 
(Russia), Wattan (Palestine), Al Jadeed 
(Lebanon).

Funders:
Compton Foundation, Swartz Family 
Foundation, Barbara Dobkin, Embrey Family 
Foundation
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World Stories is currently 
appealing to funders to help 
extend the reach of World Stories. 

If you would like to learn more about how you can help please contact:

Mette Hoffmann Meyer
Executive Producer
meho@thewhy.dk

Picture from “Mumbai Disconnected” 24
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Mette Hoffmann Meyer 
Co-founder, THE WHY 
The Why Executive producer 

Co-founder of THE WHY. With decades of experi-

ence, Hoffmann Meyer’s track record as executive 

producer includes Academy Award-winning “Taxi 

to The Dark Side”, “The Queen of Versailles”, “Pus-

sy Riot: A Punk Prayer” and the Sundance winning 

Film: “The Red Chapel”. She has received many 

awards for her efforts in bringing great documenta-

ries to the world. 

Nick Fraser
Co-founder, THE WHY
The Why Executive producer 

Nick Fraser has been editing the BBC factual se-

ries Storyville in more than 15 years. Storyville films 

have won more than two hundred awards, includ-

ing four Oscars, a Sundance Grand Jury Prize and 

several Griersons, Emmys and Peabodys. Further 

contributing to his success, he was also executive 

producer to the Why Democracy (2007) and Why 

Poverty (2012) documentary series. Adding to his 

oeuvre as a published author, he is in the process 

of writing a book about documentaries.

Klara Grunning 
Chairman, THE WHY
Film Commissioner, 
Swedish Film Institute 

With more than 15 years of experience Grunning is 

an award-winning international content, distribu-

tion, financing consultant and executive producer 

for film, TV and crossmedia. She is commissioning 

editor for documentary features and TV-films at the 

Swedish Film Institute. She previously worked at 

The Danish Film Institute and ITVS (US), with bring-

ing international documentaries, series and dramas 

to US television broadcast and digital platforms. 

Jan Rofekamp 
President & CEO, 
Film Transit 
Head of Acquisitions & Sales

Jan Rofekamp sits on the EDN Board and is part 
of the international advisory board of IDFA. He is 
Head of the Documentary Campus Master School 
since 2016. Recently he joined the advisory board 
of the Amsterdam based Documentary Impact 
Academy and joined the board of the Greek 
Film Centre in Athens. Over the last few years he 
increased his activities as a workshop teacher 
and lecturer to the benefit of younger generation 
filmmakers.

Claire Aguilar 
Documentary Film Curator, 
Global

Aguilar is Director of Programming and Industry 
Engagement for Sheffield Doc/Fest, one of the 
leading showcases of documentary films and 
digital media in the world.
She has commissioned programming from the 
global community of independent producers, and 
has been a curator for the PBS series “Independ-
ent Lens”. She has served as a programming 
consultant, executive advisor and jury member for 
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, STEPS, 
Firelight Media, IDFA, Visions du Réel, Eurodoc, 
WGBH, the Pew Fellowships in the Arts and many 
other media.

Ruby Chen 
Co-Founder and CEO, 
CNEX Foundation, Asia

Chen is the co-founder of the non-profit CNEX foun-
dation founded in 2006. CNEX is devoted to the 
production and promotion of documentaries of the 
Chinese people. In 2008 CNEX introduced a docu-
mentary film festival with 40 documentaries in Tai-
wan. Providing domestic audience with outstanding 
documentaries. In 2010 started the CNEX Chinese 
Doc forum with prominent international documen-
tary filmmakers including BBC, Sundance, Japan’s 
NHK to help Chinese documentary filmmakers to 
achieve international exposure of their works. 
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Chris Hasting
Executive Producer and 
Editorial Manager / WORLD 
Channel, North America

Hastings the Executive Producer and Editorial 
Manager of Content for WORLD Channel and 
WORLDChannel.org. As Executive Producer he is 
co-curator of the award-winning documentary pro-
gram “America Reframed,” and “Local, USA” and 
“Your Voice, Your Story.” “America ReFramed” has 
already won three Telly Awards and a Gracie honor 
for “outstanding series” featuring programming for 
and by women. The series has been nominated for 
a national News and Documentary Emmy and by 
the International Documentary Association for Best 
Curated Documentary Series.  

Nagieb Khaja 
Director and Journalist, 
Middle East

Nagieb Khaja is a multifaceted person who works 
as a writer, investigative journalist, and director. 
Directed the award-winning film My Afghanistan: 
life in the forbidden Zone (2012) Nagieb Khaja has 
covered the war in Afghanistan for a national Dan-
ish newspaper, and at the moment he is finishing a 
book on the same issue. Most of his observations 
and articles are about the war-torn areas in Eastern 
and Southern Afghanistan, especially the Kandahar 
and Helmand provinces.

Mariza Matshaya
Producer and Founder, 
Queen of Film Production 
Company, Southern Africa

Mariza is a passionate content producer and 
filmmaker with decades of diverse experiences. 
She graduated from University of Cape Town 
with a degree in Media and Visual Studies with a 
series of Master Classes including: National Film 
and Video Foundation of South Africa Sediba for 
Screenwriters, Trainee Script Editor, Emerging and 
Advanced Producers’ Programme. Her experienc-
es ranges from production manager, continuity, 
scriptwriter, director, researcher and producer for 
some of South Africa’s award-winning TV and film 
productions for local and international broadcast-
ers. Travelling regularly to A-list festivals and are 
growing an international network.  

EXHIBIT 2
THE WHY’S EDITOR
Stig Bilde
Editor 

Stig Bilde is an award-winning film editor and director of documentaries. He assigned as External Examiner at 
The Danish School of Media and Journalism for the past 8 years.
He has multifaceted teaching experience, at amongst other places: The National Filmschool of Denmark, The 
School of Short- and Documentary Films, The Danish School of Media and Journalism.
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Film 1
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Film 15
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The Biggest Chinese Restaurant

Putin's Kiss

The Mass Murderer and the Journalist

Revolution: Do's and Don’t's

My Afghanistan

Kayak Man

Soldier Women: To see if I'm smiling

Gay in Uganda: Call Me Kuchu

Innocent on Death Row

Leaving the Cult

Disappeared by the IRA

Mumbai Disconnected

Russia's Toughest Prison

The Good Son- Sex Change in Israel

The Undocumented

My Childhood in Hell

Reluctant Revolutionary
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First to Fall
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Weijun Chen

Lise Birk Pedersen

Rob Lemkin & Thet Sambath

Rodrigo Vazquez

Nagieb Khaja

David Michod & Jennifer Peedom

Tamar Yarom

Malika Zouhali-Worrall

Michael Collins & Marty Syjuco

Tyler Meason & Jennilyn Merten

Alison Millar

Camilla Nielsson & Frederik Jacobi

Nick Read

Shirly Berkovitz

Marco Williams

Mette Korsgaard

Sean McAllister

Mads Brügger

Ilse van Velzen & Femke van Velzen
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EXHIBIT 3
FILMS 

Awards

Putin’s Kiss: Won a bodil for best documentary, Cinematography Award at Sundance FIlms Festival
My Afghanistan: Won Human Rights Award - Special Mention at Buenos Aires International Festival of Independent Cinema
Leaving the Cult: Nominated for Best Documentary Feature at Tribeca Film Festival
Mumbai Disconnected: Nominated for Danish Dox Award at CPH:DOX
Russia’s Toughest Prison: Nominated for Best Film of the Documentary Competition at  Moscow International Film Festival
My Childhood in Hell: Won Best Documentary of the year at TVPrisen
Reluctant Revolutionary: Won Special Mention at Sheffield International Documentary Festival
Red Chapel: Won Grand Jury Prize at Sundance Film Festival
Soldiers Who Rape: Won Golden Calf at Nederlands Film Festival
First to Fall: Won Best of Festival at Columbus International Film & Video Festival




